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Is, what not, no It matters, I have Google Play services and Google Play Store side-loaded, through which I've installed specific Google apps. (I am asking and answering it mostly so much that if/when this problem comes, I will be able to remember/how I have been fixed.) Android Reborn - Many people find it necessary to get any notification in their
Android's status bar. However, have you ever experienced that it would stop showing up there? Who knows if your phone's settings were changed by anyone or did you do it yourself by mistake? If this is the case with you, we have a way to fix android notification not shown in status bar. You will fix this issue easily here. Enable Android notifications When it
comes to changing the settings on your Android that this issue is going to happen, we will say that this is because the notification status for apps has become disabled. You do not need the help of other applications to fix this problem. That's because the problem simply lies in the settings. Therefore, there is no need to think of it to enable Android notifications
in the status bar. Then what do we need to do? Rest assured! You won't need to follow the hard-to-understand process here to fix the Android notification bar problem. Just by taking a few steps down here; You will be able to get your notifications back in your Android's status bar. Go to app settings on your Android. View status bar notifications. Choose
which notification you want to show. Test it yourself. This process should only take a few seconds from you. For note, you can follow this process to enable all app notifications, enable some of them, disable all notifications, and disable some of them. Follow this process first when your Android notifications don't show up in the status bar. You can just disable
them by mistake or you even without knowing it. Give it a try! Must read: Read:
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